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Answer Question No.1 which is compulsory and any FIVE from the rest. 

The figures in the right hand margin indicate marks. 
  
Q1  Answer the following questions : (2 x 10) 

 a) In a damped oscillator, the damping force is proportional to the velocity. Mention 
the position at which damping force vanishes? 

 

 b) What do you mean by sharpness of resonance and sharp resonance in forced 
harmonic oscillation?       

 

 c) In a Newton’s ring arrangement, the diameter of a bright ring is 0.5 cm. What 
would be the diameter of the same bright ring if radius of curvature of Plano 
convex lens becomes twice the initial value? 

 

 d) Define absent spectra?  
 e) If ߘଶ߶ = 0 then prove that grad ߶ is solenoidal.  
 f) Write gradient, divergence and curl in integral from.  
 g) A single turn coil loop of radius 5cm is placed on a plane paper and magnetic 

flux directed perpendicularly out of the paper varies according to ߶ = 11t2 + 7t 
+15. What is the magnitude of induced emf in the coil at time t=1.5s. 

 

 h) What do you understand by pair production?  
 i) What is black body radiation?  
 j) What is tunneling?  
    

Q2 a) Derive the equation of motion for simple harmonic oscillation and prove that the 
total energy of the oscillator is constant with respect to time.  

(5) 

 b) Starting  from  the  differential  equation of a damped  oscillator, write  the 
solution  for  under damped oscillatory  motion . Graphically show the variation 
of amplitude with time. Mention the condition for critical damping. 

(5) 

    
Q3 a) Explain Brewster’s law. A light is incident on a partially transparent medium at 

polarizing angle. Show that the reflected and transmitted rays are mutually 
perpendicular to each other. 

(5) 

 b) Explain how the wavelength of monochromatic light is determined using 
Newton’s ring arrangement.  

(5) 

    
Q4 a) In Fraunhofer diffraction due to single slit, obtain the conditions for principal 

maximum, secondary maxima and minima. Show the distribution of intensity 
graphically in this diffraction pattern. 

(5) 

 b) A plane diffraction grating of width 2.5 cm has 12,500 rulings on it. What is 
maximum order of maxima in the grating spectrum that can be observed for 
incident light of wave length 5500 A0? 

(5) 
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Q5 a) Prove that Poynting theorem is a statement of conservation of energy in 
electromagnetic field. 

(5) 

 b) What is uncertainty principle?Using uncertainty principle, show the non-
existence of electron inside the nucleus. . 

(5) 

    
Q6  Derive electromagnetic wave equation for E and Bin a charge free conducting 

medium. Write the dissipative terms and find out the wave equation for non-
conducting medium. 

(10) 

    
Q7  Find out the wave function of a particle of mass m inside an infinite deep 

potential well using Schrodinger equation. Discuss about quantized energy 
levels and normalized eigen function for the particle. 

(10) 

    
Q8  Write short Notes on any TWO : (5 x 2) 

 a) Transverse nature of EM waves.  
 b) Quarter-wave plate.  
 c) Compton Scattering.  
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